Objectif Lune
for Print Service Providers

How digital tools can assist print service providers

OL Portfolio – Helping
Transform Businesses
Managing all facets of transactional communications has
traditionally been a complex task – but it doesn’t have to
be. Objectif Lune has the tools you need to break down
the silos of data within organisations to deliver new and
improved processes, all based on better communications
and efficiency. Whether it’s managing invoices, updating
customer notifications, or digitising member statements,
there’s a solution for each step of your document life cycle.
With a single innovative tool set, Objectif Lune is helping
organizations grow their business, take out significant costs
and leverage new channels for communication.
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Objectif Lune: From Surviving to Thriving

Commercial
Print

From surviving to thriving:
How digital tools can assist
print service providers

With the rise of digital technology, the commercial
printing environment has become more challenging.
However, the decline in paper volumes is creating new
opportunities for savvy operators to rethink the way
they run their business.

help them develop a strategy to deliver a total digital
solution suite.

Today’s customers demand digital communications.
Meeting this expectation requires commercial printers
to reposition themselves as an integrated document
solution and service providers. This value-added ability
to expand their digital offerings are crucial to their
success.
To thrive, commercial printers require a partner who
can provide the new software that they need, and

With the right tools, the decline of print is an
opportunity – not a threat. Adopting new software
will enable commercial printers to add value to their
current offerings, maximise the use of their printing
equipment and increase their output. It will allow them
to expand their customer base and ultimately boost
revenue.

Business drivers
Digital documents and electronic business
processes are replacing paper-based
communications.

The diversification of customer communications
requires both print and software providers to work
together to cope with changes.

The number of communication channels is rising.

Printers need to interact more with their customers
and understand how they think.

The growing adoption of mobile devices has led to
new print requirements and opportunities.

Why Objectif Lune?
Objectif Lune’s strategies and solutions empower
commercial printers to thrive in today’s digital
environment.

The future of commercial printing lies in offering digital
output to clients. When commercial printers’ clients
ask for digital solutions, we can ensure printers use
their assets to maximum effect.

Objectif Lune can incorporate solutions into printers’
existing equipment that enable them to produce
highly personalised, electronic and interactive
communications. These may include sending one
document across multiple channels such as print,
email or SMS. Alternatively, material that is about to be
printed can be cross-matched with customer data so
it is personalised to each recipient. Objectif Lune can
automate any manual printing task, cutting printers’
costs and helping them deliver projects quicker.
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Case Studies
Data Management and
Printing Company - Taiwan

Challenges

A longstanding leader within the data
management and printing industry was
burdened by an increasing number of
insurance and bank statements that needed
more dynamic content to keep up with their
customers’ preferences. With the lack of
customisation and design features from their
older software, too much effort was required to
code and keep track of changes. This resulted
in a large number of errors and multiple reprints
that slowed down the entire operations.

The Solution

The organisation engaged Objectif Lune to
implement a solution to help improve business
processes and correspondence. With PReS
Connect, staff were able to run complex
business rules and turn them into readable
templates that are easily customisable. The
user-friendly GUI was a breeze for nonprogrammers who can effortlessly edit
templates as minimal programming skillset
were required for template design. The
solution also assisted in sorting, filtering data
and parallel processing that allowed multiple
print jobs to run concurrently with minimal
interruption.

Benefits

The company is now able to produce
high volume of statements that are easily
customisable and personalised with minimal
manual intervention. This improved the overall
operations procedure, and the integrity of
documents, as print jobs ran quicker while
being able to deliver error-free documents to
the firms quickly and effectively.
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Large telecommunications
provider in Macau

Challenges

This world class provider of
telecommunications was facing ongoing
challenges associated with high volume IPDS
printing of phone bills, along with generation
of PDFs to assist their customer service team
with bill retrievals. With a legacy system and
data complexity, the system was unable to
read or change the existing data format. Due
to its complexity, the company was looking for
a system that was scalable enough to make
amendments and change the data format
entirely. Furthermore, the old system lacked
the ability to generate barcodes as its data was
scattered and required cumbersome manual
work. With performance at risk, the company
could not meet their bill run timeline which
slowed down the entire process.

The Solution

The Telecommunications provider engaged
Objectif Lune to help rectify this problem
through the use of PReS Connect. With its
user-friendly GUI, data is now easily gathered
and the creation of statement made it simple
for templates to be modified and personalised.
The solution was able to read formats that
were previously difficult to comprehend and
implemented complex programming logic to
automatically gather data into the barcode with
minimal effort from staff. The files were also
easily converted into an IPDS data stream and
sent to their printers in real-time, improving
quality and speed. All this done with no change
to their existing system.

Benefits

The Telecommunications provider has now
sped up their entire document composition
and printing process, resulting in a faster bill
cycle and improved their customer experience
through reduced waiting times.
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Objectif Lune Solutions
Multichannel
communications
The scenario

By 2017, 70 per cent of customer communications
will be digital and consumed on demand via multiple
channels, including web, mobile devices and social
media. With only a few moments to capture customers’
attention, businesses need to be flexible enough to send
correspondence to any place, platform and device.

Challenges
An increasing amount of data is scattered across
unorganised databases, creating hurdles for
marketers and IT.
Connecting multiple systems can be excessively
costly and require resources that some organisations
simply can’t afford.
Siloed communications can result in customers
receiving information they don’t need or that is
sent to the incorrect destination, which means the
organisation loses their interest and loyalty.

OL for multichannel communications

Objectif Lune’s multichannel solutions are built to
liberate organisations from inflexible IT systems and
help release data from the systems keeping it hostage.
By unlocking and integrating data, organisations
can effectively create, personalise and deliver
communications via multiple outputs automatically. Our
solutions respond to customer needs from traditional
print, to creating rich interactive documents equipped
with custom billing, hyperlinks, action buttons as well
as interactive graphs. What’s more, our solutions are
built to adapt to the existing environment – not the
other way around – ensuring you receive a cost-effective
communications system that is secure, easy to use, and
connects with customers when and where they are.
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Business Process
Automation
The scenario

The shift from paper-based to electronic systems
originally gave way to new, streamlined processes,
where data could be easily shared and stored. Now,
industries are shifting again to managing the influx of
data, collaborating effectively, prioritising time spent on
projects and, as a result, maximising efficiency.

Challenges

Many companies struggle to understand their own
internal procedures for document processing.
Headquarters and field offices may not implement
uniform workflows.
Coordinating the IT, business and marketing teams
can be challenging when business communications
are siloed.

OL for process automation

Most companies have a good ERP system in place that
relies on manual processes. Objectif Lune’s document
composition and automation solution is not built to
replace these systems. Instead, it automates processes
using existing technologies to reduce the costs, time and
effort involved in producing documents so employees
can focus on other projects. Whether it’s archiving
a document, making a copy on a remote server or
sending group email confirmations, organisations can
easily configure their own rules to automate any task.
Each new rule takes them one step closer to a real-time
workforce.

Ad Hoc Print &
Mail Consolidation

High Volume
Communication
Management

The scenario

Today’s reality shows that print expenditure is expected
to decline as a percentage of overall communications
spend in 2017. Improving revenue and achieving mail
efficiency can be as simple as assessing existing
processes to see where Print Service Providers (PSPs)
can truly increase/ realise profits. Small, ad hoc jobs
can prove to be just as cumbersome and complex
as large jobs, and make up a large portion of day to
day business. PSPs now need to look for new ways
to harness digitalisation to improve revenue while
onboarding more customers.

Challenges

There has been a decrease in print in the past few
years.

The scenario

In a traditional environment, the production of highvolume business correspondence is a time-consuming
and costly process, not only for the organisation but
for the fulfillment service or print center. Each month,
millions of companies are sending out business-critical
communications to their customers such as statements,
invoices and contract renewal notices.
Purely transaction-based, the production of those
outbound communications can be a painful and tedious
process. It also involves several resources, human and
material, from the pre-processing routines to fulfillment.

Challenges

Multiple data sources.

Digitisation has gained considerable ground.
Inefficient asset utilisation.
Print facilities need to find new sources of revenue.

OL for ad hoc print and mail consolidation

Objectif Lune allows PSPs to expand their offerings by
providing a solution that simplifies and automates the
submission, consolidation and processing of ad hoc mail.
By revamping the processes associated with ad hoc
mail that flow into the business, you can free up internal
resources and allow your customers to take control
of their mail with an interactive solution for desktop
job submission. This means you receive pre-approved
documents that are print-ready, while providing your
customers with a user friendly web portal to access
anytime, anywhere. All while enabling you to increase
your volume and serve more customers without more
overhead.

Impossibility to quickly adapt to new trends
and technologies.

OL for high volume
communication management

Objectif Lune’s solutions allow print providers and
fulfillment centres to implement streamlined and
automated workflows for all their customers, from the
pre-processing routines all through delivery.
The issues posed by multi-source data and inflexible
systems are eliminated. Almost any data format can be
read, converted and manipulated with proper software.
This enables companies to achieve significant savings
when it comes to documents that are mailed, thanks
to data normalisation, sorting and address cleansing
processes.
Finally, automating high-volume business
correspondence production allows every step of the
production process to be monitored, thus allowing for
cost accounting. Reporting can easily be provided,
giving organisations a realistic portrait of costs related
to its business correspondence and apply measures
when required.
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